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ComparativeEconomic
Organization:The Analysis of Discrete Structural Alternatives
Oliver E. Williamson
University of California,
Berkeley

This paper combines institutional economics with aspects of contract law and organization theory to identify
and explicate the key differences that distinguish three
generic forms of economic organization-market, hybrid,
and hierarchy. The analysis shows that the three generic
forms are distinguished by different coordinating and
control mechanisms and by different abilities to adapt to
disturbances. Also, each generic form is supported and
defined by a distinctive type of contract law. The costeffective choice of organization form is shown to vary
systematically with the attributes of transactions. The paper unifies two hitherto disjunct areas of institutional
economics-the institutional environment and the institutions of governance-by treating the institutional environment as a locus of parameters, changes in which
parameters bring about shifts in the comparative costs of
governance. Changes in property rights, contract law,
reputation effects, and uncertainty are investigated.'
Althoughmicroeconomicorganizationis formidablycomplex
and has long resisted systematic analysis, that has been
changingas new modes of analysis have become available,
as recognitionof the importanceof institutionsto economic
performancehas grown, and as the limits of earliermodes
of analysis have become evident. Informationeconomics,
game theory, agency theory, and populationecology have all
made significantadvances.
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This paper approaches the study of economic organization
from a comparativeinstitutionalpoint of view in which transaction-cost economizing is featured. Comparativeeconomic
organizationnever examines organizationforms separately
but always in relationto alternatives.Transaction-costeconomics places the principalburdenof analysis on comparisons of transactioncosts-which, broadly,are the "costs of
runningthe economic system" (Arrow,1969: 48).
My purpose in this paper is to extend and refine the apparatus out of which transaction-costeconomics works, thereby
to respond to some of the leadingcriticisms. Fourobjections
to priorwork in this area are especially pertinent.One objection is that the two stages of the new institutionaleconomics research agenda-the institutionalenvironmentand the
institutionsof governance-have developed in disjunctways.
The first of these paints on a very large historicalcanvas and
emphasizes the institutionalrules of the game: customs,
laws, politics (North,1986). The latter is much more microanalyticand focuses on the comparativeefficacy with
which alternativegeneric forms of governance-markets,
hybrids,hierarchies-economize on transactioncosts. Can
this disjunctionproblembe overcome? Second, transactioncost economics has been criticizedbecause it deals with
polarforms-markets and hierarchies-to the neglect of intermediate or hybridforms. Althoughthat objection has begun to be addressed by recent treatments of long-term
contractingin which bilateraldependency conditionsare supported by a varietyof specialized governance features (hostages, arbitration,take-or-payprocurementclauses, tied
sales, reciprocity,regulation,etc.), the abstract attributes
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that characterizealternativemodes of governance have remained obscure. What are the key attributesand how do
they vary among forms? This is responsive to the thirdobjection, namely, that efforts to operationalizetransaction-cost
economics have given disproportionateattention to the abstract descriptionof transactionsas compared with the abstract descriptionof governance. The dimensionalizationof
both is needed. Finally,there is the embeddedness problem:
Transaction-costeconomics purportsto have general application but has been developed almost entirelywith reference
to Western capitalisteconomies (Hamiltonand Biggart,
1988). Is a unifiedtreatment of Western and non-Western,
capitalistand noncapitalisteconomies reallyfeasible? This
paperattempts to address these objections by posing the
problemof organizationas one of discrete structuralanalysIs.

DISCRETESTRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS
The term discrete structuralanalysis was introducedinto the
study of comparativeeconomic organizationby Simon (1978:
6-7), who observed that
As economics expands beyond its centralcore of price theory, and
its centralconcern with quantitiesof commodities and money, we
observe in it ... [a]shift from a highlyquantitativeanalysis, in
which equilibrationat the margin,plays a centralrole, to a much
more qualitativeinstitutionalanalysis, in which discrete structural
alternativesare compared....
[S]uchanalyses can often be carriedout without elaboratemathematicalapparatusor marginalcalculation.In general, much cruder
and simplerargumentswill suffice to demonstrate an inequalitybetween two quantitiesthan are requiredto show the conditions under which these quantitiesare equated at the margin.

But what exactly is discrete structuralanalysis? Is it employed only because "there is at present no [satisfactory]
way of characterizingorganizationsin terms of continuous
variationover a spectrum" (Ward,1967: 38)? Or is there a
deeper rationale?
Of the varietyof factors that support discrete structuralanalysis, I focus here on the following: (1) firms are not merely
extensions of markets but employ differentmeans, (2) discrete contract law differences providecrucialsupport for and
serve to define each generic form of governance, and (3)
marginalanalysis is typicallyconcerned with second-order
refinements to the neglect of first-ordereconomizing.
Different Means
Althoughthe study of economic organizationdeals principally
with markets and marketmechanisms, it is haunted by a
troublesome fact: a great deal of economic activitytakes
place within firms (Barnard,1938; Chandler,1962, 1977).
Conceivably,however, no novel economizing,issues are
posed within firms, because technology is largelydeterminative-the firm is mainlydefined by economies of scale and
scope and is merely an instrumentfor transforminginputs
into outputs accordingto the laws of technology-and because marketmechanisms carryover into firms. I have taken
exception with the technology view elsewhere (Williamson,
1975). Consider,therefore, the-latter.
270/ASQ, June 1991
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In parallelwith von Clausewitz's (1980) views on war, I
maintainthat hierarchyis not merely a contractualact but is
also a contractualinstrument,a continuationof market relations by other means. The challenge to comparativecontractual analysis is to discern and explicate the different means.
As developed below, each viable form of governance-market, hybrid,and hierarchy-is defined by a syndrome of attributes that bear a supportingrelationto one another. Many
hypotheticalforms of organizationnever arise, or quicklydie
out, because they combine inconsistent features.
Contract Law
The mappingof contract law onto economic organizationhas
been examined elsewhere (Williamson,1979, 1985). Although some of that is repeated here, there are two significant differences. First, I advance the hypothesis that each
generic form of governance-market, hybrid,and hierarchyneeds to be supported by a differentform of contract law.
Second, the form of contract law that supports hierarchyis
that of forbearance.
Classical contract law. Classicalcontract law applies to the
ideal transactionin law and economics-"sharp in by clear
agreement; sharp out by clear performance"(Macneil,1974:
738)-in which the identityof the parties is irrelevant.
"Thick"markets are ones in which individualbuyers and sellers bear no dependency relationto each other. Instead, each
partycan go its own way at negligiblecost to another. If
contracts are renewed period by period,that is only because
currentsuppliersare continuouslymeeting bids in the spot
market.Such transactionsare monetized in extreme degree;
contractlaw is interpretedin a very legalisticway: more formal terms supercede less formalshould disputes arise between formaland less formalfeatures (e.g., written
agreements versus oral amendments), and hardbargaining,
to which the rules of contract law are strictlyapplied,characterizes these transactions.Classicalcontract law is congruent with and supports the autonomous marketform of
organization(Macneil,1974, 1978).
Neoclassical contract law and excuse doctrine. Neoclassical contract law and excuse doctrine,which relieves parties
from strict enforcement, applyto contracts in which the parties to the transactionmaintainautonomy but are bilaterally
dependent to a nontrivialdegree. Identityplainlymatters if
prematureterminationor persistent maladaptationwould
place burdens on one or both parties. Perceptive parties reject classical contract law and move into a neoclassical contractingregime because this better facilitates continuityand
promotes efficient adaptation.
As developed below, hybridmodes of contractingare supported by neoclassical contract law. The parties to such contracts maintainautonomy, but the contract is mediated by an
elastic contractingmechanism. Publicutilityregulation,in
which the relationsbetween publicutilityfirms and their customers are mediated by a regulatoryagency, is one example
(Goldberg,1976; Williamson,1976). Exchangeagreements
or reciprocaltradingin which the parties experience (and respond similarlyto) similardisturbancesis another illustration
271/ASQ, June 1991

(Williamson,1983). Franchisingis anotherway of preserving
semi-autonomy,but added supports are needed (Klein,
1980; Hadfield,1990). More generally,long-term,incomplete
contracts requirespecial adaptive mechanisms to effect realignmentand restore efficiency when beset by unanticipated disturbances.
Disturbancesare of three kinds: inconsequential,consequential, and highlyconsequential. Inconsequentialdisturbances
are ones for which the deviationfrom efficiency is too small
to recover the costs of adjustment.The net gains from realignmentare negative for minordisturbancesbecause (as
discussed below) requests for adjustments need to be justified and are subject to review, the costs of which exceed
the prospective gains.
Middle-rangeor consequential disturbancesare ones to
which neoclassical contract law applies. These are transactions for which KarlLlewellyn'sconcept of "contractas
framework"is pertinent.Thus Llewellyn(1931: 737) refers
to contractas "a frameworkhighlyadjustable,a framework
which almost never accuratelyindicates real working relations, but which affords a rough indicationaroundwhich
such relationsvary, an occasional guide in cases of doubt,
and a norm of ultimateappeal when the relationscease in
fact to work." The thirty-two-yearcoal supply agreement between the Nevada Power Companyand the Northwest Trading Companyillustratesthe elastic mechanisms employed by
a neoclassical contract.That contract reads in partas follows:
. . . In the event an inequitableconditionoccurs which adversely
affects one Party,it shall then be the jointand equal responsibility
of both Partiesto act promptlyand in good faith to determine the
action requiredto cure or adjustfor the inequityand effectively to
implementsuch action. Upon written claim of inequityserved by
one Partyupon the other, the Partiesshall act jointlyto reach an
agreement concerningthe claimed inequitywithin sixty (60) days of
the date of such written claim.An adjusted base coal price that differs from marketprice by more than ten percent (10%)shall constitute a hardship.The Partyclaiminginequityshall include in its claim
such informationand data as may be reasonablynecessary to substantiatethe claim and shall freely and without delay furnishsuch
other informationand data as the other Partyreasonablymay deem
relevantand necessary. If the Partiescannot reach agreement
within sixty (60) days the mattershall be submitted to arbitration.

By contrast with a classical contract,this contract (1) contemplates unanticipateddisturbancesfor which adaptationis
needed, (2) providesa tolerance zone (of +10%) within
which misalignmentswill be absorbed, (3) requiresinformation disclosure and substantiationif adaptationis proposed,
and (4) providesfor arbitrationin the event voluntaryagreement fails.
The forum to which this neoclassical contract refers disputes
i-s(initially,at least) that of arbitrationratherthan the courts.
Fuller(1963: 11-12) described the proceduraldifferences
between arbitrationand litigation:
[T]hereare open to the arbitrator. .. quick methods of education
not open to the courts. An arbitratorwill frequentlyinterruptthe

examination
of witnesses witha requestthatthe partieseducate
272/ASQ, June 1991
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him to the pointwhere he can understandthe testimony being received. This educationcan proceed informally,with frequent interruptionsby the arbitrator,and by informedpersons on either side,
when a point needs clarification.Sometimes there will be arguments across the table, occasionallyeven within each of the separate camps. The end result will usuallybe a clarificationthat will
enable everyone to proceed more intelligentlywith the case.

Such adaptabilitynotwithstanding,neoclassical contracts are
not indefinitelyelastic. As disturbancesbecome highlyconsequential, neoclassical contracts experience real strain, because the autonomous ownership status of the parties
continuouslyposes an incentive to defect. The general proposition here is that when the "lawful"gains to be had by
insistence upon literalenforcement exceed the discounted
value of continuingthe exchange relationship,defection from
the spiritof the contractcan be anticipated.
When, in effect, arbitrationgives way to litigation,accommodation can no longer be presumed. Instead, the contract reverts to a much more legalistic regime-although, even
here, neoclassical contract law averts trulypunitiveconsequences by permittingappeal to exceptions that qualifyunder some form of excuse doctrine.The legal system's
commitment to the keeping of promises under neoclassical
contractlaw is modest, as Macneil(1974: 731) explained:
... contractremedies are generallyamong the weakest of those
the legal system can deliver. But a host of doctrines and techniques lies in the way even of those remedies: impossibility,frustration,mistake, manipulativeinterpretation,jurydiscretion,
consideration,illegality,duress, undue influence, unconscionability,
capacity,forfeitureand penalty rules, doctrines of substantialperformance, severability,bankruptcylaws, statutes of frauds, to name
some; almost any contractdoctrinecan and does serve to make
the commitment of the legal system to promise keeping less than
complete.

Froman economic point of view, the tradeoffthat needs to
be faced in excusing contract performanceis between stronger incentives and reduced opportunism.If the state realization in question was unforeseen and unforeseeable (different
in degree and/orespecially in kindfrom the range of normal
business experience), if strict enforcement would have truly
punitiveconsequences, and especially if the resulting
"injustice"is supported by (lawful)opportunism,then excuse can be seen mainlyas a way of mitigatingopportunism, ideallywithout adverse impact on incentives. If,
however, excuse is granted routinelywhenever adversity
occurs, then incentives to thinkthroughcontracts, choose
technologies judiciously,share risks efficiently,and avert adversity will be impaired.Excuse doctrineshould therefore be
used sparingly-which it evidently is (Farnsworth,1968:
885; Buxbaum,1985).
The relief afforded by excuse doctrine notwithstanding,neoclassical contracts deal with consequential disturbancesonly
at great cost: arbitrationis costly to administerand its adaptive range is limited.As consequential disturbancesand, especially,as highlyconsequential disturbancesbecome more
frequent, the hybridmode supported by arbitrationand excuse doctrine incursadded costs and comes underadded
strain. Even more elastic and adaptivearrangementswarrant
consideration.
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Forbearance. Internalorganization,hierarchy,qualifiesas a
still more elastic and adaptive mode of organization.What
type of contract law applies to internalorganization?How
does this have a bearingon contractperformance?
Describingthe firmas a "nexus of contracts" (Alchianand
Demsetz, 1972; Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Fama, 1980)

suggests that the firm is no differentfrom the marketin
contractualrespects. Alchianand Demsetz (1972: 777) originallytook the position that the relationbetween a shopper
and his grocer and that between an employer and employee
was identicalin contractualrespects:
The single consumer can assign his grocer to the task of obtaining
whatever the customer can induce the grocer to provideat a price
acceptable to both parties.That is precisely all that an employer can
do to an employee. To speak of managing,directing,or assigning
workers to varioustasks is a deceptive way of noting that the employercontinuallyis involvedin renegotiationof contracts on terms
that must be acceptable to both parties.... Long-termcontracts
between employerand employee are not the essence of the organizationwe call a firm.

That it has been instructiveto view the firmas a nexus of
contracts is evident from the numerous insights that this
literaturehas generated. But to regardthe corporationonly
as a nexus of contracts misses much of what is trulydistinctive about this mode of governance. As developed below,
bilateraladaptationeffected throughfiat is a distinguishing
feature of internalorganization.But wherein do the fiat differences between marketand hierarchyarise? If, moreover,
hierarchyenjoys an "advantage"with respect to fiat, why
can't the marketreplicatethis?
One explanationis that fiat has its origins in the employment
contract(Barnard,1938; Simon, 1951; Coase, 1952; Masten, 1988). Althoughthere is a good deal to be said for that
explanation,I propose a separate and complementaryexplanation:The implicitcontract law of internalorganizationis
that of forbearance.Thus, whereas courts routinelygrant
standingto firms should there be disputes over prices, the
damages to be ascribed to delays, failuresof quality,and the
like, courts will refuse to hear disputes between one internal
divisionand another over identicaltechnical issues. Access
to the courts being denied, the parties must resolve their
differences internally.Accordingly,hierarchyis its own court
of ultimateappeal.
What is known as the "business judgment rule" holds that
"Absent bad faith or some other corruptmotive, directors
are normallynot liableto the corporationfor mistakes of
judgment,whether those mistakes are classified as mistakes
of fact or mistakes of law" (Gilson,1986: 741). Not only
does that rule serve as "a quasi-jurisdictional
barrierto prevent courts from exercising regulatorypowers over the activities of corporatemanagers" (Manne, 1967: 271), but "The
courts' abdicationof regulatoryauthoritythroughthe business judgment rule may well be the most significantcommon law contributionto corporategovernance" (Gilson,
1986: 741). The business judgment rule,which applies to
the relationbetween shareholdersand directors,can be interpretedas a particularmanifestationof forbearancedoctrine, which applies to the management of the firm more
274/ASQ, June 1991
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generally.To review alleged mistakes of judgment or to adjudicate internaldisputes would sorely test the competence of
courts and would underminethe efficacy of hierarchy.
Accordingly,the reason why the marketis unable to replicate the firmwith respect to fiat is that markettransactions
are defined by contract law of an altogether different kind.
There is a logic to classical marketcontractingand there is a
logic for forbearancelaw, and the choice of one regime precludes the other. Whether a transactionis organizedas
make or buy-internal procurement-ormarketprocurement,
respectively-thus matters greatly in dispute-resolutionrespects: the courts will hear disputes of the one kindand will
refuse to be drawn into the resolutionof disputes of the
other. Internaldisputes between one divisionand another
regardingthe appropriatetransferprices, the damages to be
ascribed to delays, failuresof quality,and the like, are thus
denied a court hearing.
To be sure, not all disputes within firms are technical. Personnel disputes are more complicated. Issues of worker
safety, dignity,the limits of the "zone of acceptance," and
the like sometimes pose societal spillovercosts that are undervaluedin the firm's privatenet benefit calculus. Underprovisionof human and worker rights could ensue if the
courts refused to consider issues of these kinds. Also, executive compensation agreements can sometimes be written
in ways that make it difficultto draw a sharp line between
personnel and technical issues. Even with personnel disputes, however, there is a presumptionthat such differences will be resolved internally.Forexample, unions may
refuse to bringindividualgrievances to arbitration(Cox,
1958: 24):
[G]ivingthe unioncontrolover all claims arisingunderthe collective
agreement comports so much better with the functionalnatureof a
collective bargainingagreement.... Allowingan individualto carry
a claim to arbitrationwhenever he is dissatisfied with the adjustment worked out by the company and the union . . . discourages
the kindof day-to-daycooperationbetween company and union
which is normallythe markof sound industrialrelations-a relationship in which grievances are treated as problemsto be solved and
contractsare only guideposts in a dynamichuman relationship.
When ... the individual'sclaim endangers group interests, the
union's functionis to resolve the competitionby reachingan accommodationor strikinga balance.

As comparedwith markets, internalincentives in hierarchies
are flat or low-powered,which is to say that changes in effort expended have little or no immediate effect on compensation. That is mainlybecause the high-poweredincentives
of marketsare unavoidablycompromised by internalorganization (Williamson,1985, chap. 6; 1988). Also, however, hierarchyuses flat incentives because these elicit greater
cooperationand because unwanted side effects are checked
by added internalcontrols (see Williamson,1988; Holmstrom, 1989). Not only, therefore, will workers and managers
be more willingto accommodate, because their compensation is the same whether they "do this" or "do that," but an
unwillingnessto accommodate is interpretednot as an excess of zeal but as a predilectionto behave in a noncooperative way. Long-termpromotionprospects are damaged as a
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consequence. Defection from the spiritof the agreement in
favor of litigiousness is quite perverse if neither immediate
nor long-termgains are thereby realized.The combinationof
fiat with low-powered incentives is a manifestationof the
syndrome conditionof economic organizationto which I referred earlier(and develop more fully below).
The underlyingrationalefor forbearancelaw is twofold: (1)
parties to an internaldispute have deep knowledge-both
about the circumstances surroundinga dispute as well as
the efficiency propertiesof alternativesolutions-that can be
communicatedto the court only at great cost, and (2) permitting internaldisputes to be appealed to the court would undermine the efficacy and integrityof hierarchy.If fiat were
merely advisory,in that internaldisputes over net receipts
could be pursued in the courts, the firmwould be little more
than an "inside contracting"system (Williamson,1985: 218222). The applicationof forbearancedoctrineto internalorganizationmeans that parties to an internalexchange can work
out their differences themselves or appeal unresolved disputes to the hierarchyfor a decision. But this exhausts their
alternatives.When push comes to shove, "legalistic"arguments fail. Greaterrelianceon instrumentalreasoningand
mutualaccommodationresult. This argumentcontradicts
Alchianand Demsetz's (1972: 777) claim that the firm "has
no power of fiat, no authority,no disciplinaryaction any different in the slightest degree from ordinarymarket
contracting."That is exactly wrong: firms can and do exercise fiat that markets cannot. Priorneglect of contract law
differences and their ramificationsexplainthe error.
First-OrderEconomizing
Althoughthe need to get prioritiesstraightis unarguable,
first-ordereconomizing-effective adaptationand the eliminationof waste-has been neglected. Adaptationis especiallycrucial.As developed below, it is the centraleconomic
problem. But as FrankKnight(1941: 252) insisted, the eliminationof waste is also important:
men in general, and within limits,wish to behave economically,
to make their activitiesand their organization"efficient"ratherthan
wasteful. This fact does deserve the utmost emphasis; and an adequate definitionof the science of economics . . . might well make it
explicitthat the main relevance of the discussion is found in its relationto social policy,assumed to be directedtoward the end indicated, of increasingeconomic efficiency, of reducingwaste.

Relatedly,but independently,Oskar Lange (1938: 109) held
that "the real danger of socialism is that of the bureaucratization of economic life, and not the impossibilityof coping
with the problemof allocationof resources." Inasmuch,
however, as Lange (1938: 109) believed that this argument
belonged "in the field of sociology" he concluded that it
"must be dispensed with here." Subsequent informedobservers of socialism followed this lead, whereupon the problems of bureaucracywere, untilrecently, given scant
attention. Instead, the study of socialism was preoccupied
with technical features-marginal cost pricing,activityanalysis, and the like-with respect to which a broadlysanguine
consensus took shape (Bergson, 1948; Montias, 1976; Koopmans, 1977).
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The naturalinterpretationof the organizationalconcerns expressed by Knightand Lange-or, at least, the interpretation
that I propose here-is that economics was too preoccupied
with issues of allocativeefficiency, in which marginalanalysis was featured, to the neglect of organizationalefficiency,
in which discrete structuralalternativeswere broughtunder
scrutiny.Partlythat is because the mathematics for dealing
with clusters of attributesis only now beginningto be developed (Topkis,1978; Milgromand Roberts, 1990; Holmstrom
and Milgrom,1991). Even more basic, however, is the propensity to focus exclusively on marketmechanisms to the
neglect of discrete structuralalternatives.The argument,for
example, that all systems of honest trade are variantson the
reputation-effectmechanisms of markets (Milgrom,North,
and Weingast, 1990: 16) ignores the possibilitythat some
ways of infusingcontractualintegrity(e.g., hierarchy)employ
predispositions
altogether differentmeans. Market-favoring
need to be disputed, lest the study of economic organization
in all of its forms be needlessly and harmfullytruncated.
DIMENSIONALIZING
GOVERNANCE
What are the key attributeswith respect to which governance structuresdiffer?The discriminatingalignment hypothesis to which transaction-costeconomics owes much of its
predictivecontent holds that transactions,which differ in
their attributes,are aligned with governance structures,
which differ in their costs and competencies, in a discrimiway. But
nating(mainly,transaction-cost-economizing)
whereas the dimensionalizationof transactionsreceived
early and explicitattention,the dimensionalizationof governance structures has been relativelyslighted. What are the
factors that are responsible for the aforementioneddifferential costs and competencies?
One of those key differences has been alreadyindicated:
market,hybrid,and hierarchydiffer in contract law respects.
Indeed, were it the case that the very same type of contract
law were to be uniformlyappliedto all forms of governance,
importantdistinctionsbetween these three generic forms
would be vitiated. But there is more to governance than contract law. Crucialdifferences in adaptabilityand in the use of
incentive and control instrumentsare also germane.
Adaptation As the Central Economic Problem
Hayek(1945: 523) insistentlyargued that "economic problems arise always and only in consequence of change" and
that this truthwas obscured by those who held that "technologicalknowledge" is of foremost importance.He disputed the latterand urged that "the economic problemof
society is mainlyone of rapidadaptationin the particularcircumstances of time and place" (Hayek,1945: 524). Of special importanceto Hayekwas the propositionthat the price
system, as comparedwith central planning,is an extraordinarilyefficient mechanism for communicatinginformation
and inducingchange (Hayek,1945: 524-527).
Interestingly,Barnard(1938) also held that the main concern
of organizationwas that of adaptationto changing circumstances, but his concern was with adaptationwithin internal
organization.Confrontedwith a continouslyfluctuating
277/ASQ, June 1991

environment,the "survivalof an organizationdepends upon
the maintenanceof an equilibriumof complex character....
[This]calls for readjustmentof processes internalto the organization. . . , [whence] the center of our interest is the pro-

cesses by which [adaptation]is accomplished" (Barnard,
1938: 6).
That is very curious. Both Hayekand Barnardhold that the
centralproblemof economic organizationis adaptation.But
whereas Hayeklocates this adaptivecapacity in the market,
it was the adaptivecapacityof internalorganizationon which
Barnardfocused attention. If the "marvelof the market"
(Hayek)is matched by the "marvelof internalorganization"
(Barnard),then wherein does one outperformthe other?
The marvelto which Hayek(1945: 528) referredhad spontaneous origins: "The price system is . . . one of those formations which man has learned to use . . . after he stumbled

on it without understandingit." The importanceof such
spontaneous cooperationnotwithstanding,it was Barnard's
experience that intended cooperationwas importantand undervalued.The latterwas defined as "that kindof cooperation among men that is conscious, deliberate,purposeful"
(Barnard,1938: 4) and was realizedthroughformalorganization, especially hierarchy.
I submit that adaptabilityis the central problemof economic
organizationand that both Hayekand Barnardare correct,
because they are referringto adaptationsof different kinds,
both of which are needed in a high-performancesystem.
The adaptationsto which Hayek refers are those for which
prices serve as sufficient statistics. Changes in the demand
or supply of a commodityare reflected in price changes, in
response to which "individual participants . . . [are] able to

take the rightaction" (Hayek,1945: 527). I will refer to adaptations of this kindas adaptation(A),where (A)denotes autonomy. This is the neoclassical ideal in which consumers
and producersrespond independentlyto parametricprice
changes so as to maximizetheir utilityand profits, respectively.
Thatwould entirelysuffice if all disturbanceswere of this
kind.Some disturbances,however, requirecoordinatedresponses, lest the individualparts operate at cross-purposes
or otherwise suboptimize. Failuresof coordinationmay arise
because autonomous parties read and react to signals differently, even though their purpose is to achieve a timely and
compatiblecombined response. The "nonconvergent
expectations" to which Malmgren(1961) referredis an illustration.Although,in principle,convergent expectations could
be realizedby asking one partyto read and interpretthe signals for all, the lead partymay behave strategically-by distortinginformationor disclosing it in an incomplete and
selective fashion.
More generally,parties that bear a long-termbilateraldependency relationto one another must recognize that incomplete contracts requiregapfillingand sometimes get out of
alignment.Althoughit is always in the collective interest of
autonomous parties to fill gaps, correct errors,and effect
efficient realignments,it is also the case that the distribution
of the resultinggains is indeterminate.Self-interested bargainingpredictablyobtains. Such bargainingis itself costly.
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The main costs, however, are that transactionsare maladapted to the environmentduringthe bargaininginterval.
Also, the prospect of ex post bargaininginvites ex ante prepositioningof an inefficientkind(Grossmanand Hart,1986).
Recourse to a different mechanism is suggested as the
needs for coordinatedinvestments and for uncontested (or
less contested) coordinatedrealignmentsincrease in frequency and consequentiality.Adaptationsof these coordinated kindswill be referredto as adaptation(C),where (C)
denotes cooperation.The conscious, deliberate,and purposeful efforts to craft adaptive internalcoordinatingmechanisms were those on which Barnardfocused. Independent
adaptationshere would at best realize imperfect realignments and could operate at cross-purposes. Lest the aforementioned costs and delays associated with strategic
bargainingbe incurred,the relationis reconfiguredby supplantingautonomy by hierarchy.The authorityrelation(fiat)
has adaptiveadvantages over autonomy for transactionsof a
bilaterally(or multilaterally)
dependent kind.
Instruments
Verticaland lateralintegrationare usefully thought of as organizationforms of last resort, to be employed when all else
fails. That is because markets are a "marvel"in adaptation
(A) respects. Given a disturbancefor which prices serve as
sufficient statistics, individualbuyers and suppliers can reposition autonomously.Appropriating,
as they do, individual
streams of net receipts, each partyhas a strong incentive to
reduce costs and adapt efficiently.What I have referredto
as high-poweredincentives result when consequences are
tightlylinkedto actions in this way (Williamson,1988). Other
autonomous traders have neither legitimate claims against
the gains nor can they be held accountablefor the losses.
Accountingsystems cannot be manipulatedto share gains or
subsidize losses.
Mattersget more complicatedwhen bilateraldependency
intrudes.As discussed above, bilateraldependency introduces an opportunityto realizegains throughhierarchy.As
comparedwith the market,the use of formalorganizationto
orchestrate coordinatedadaptationto unanticipateddisturbances enjoys adaptiveadvantages as the conditionof bilateral dependency progressivelybuilds up. But these
adaptation(C)gains come at a cost. Not only can related divisions within the firm make plausibleclaims that they are
causally responsible for the gains (in indeterminatedegree),
but divisionsthat reportlosses can make plausibleclaims
that others are culpable.There are many ways, moreover, in
which the headquarterscan use the accountingsystem to
effect strategic redistributions(throughtransferpricing
changes, overhead assignments, inventoryconventions,
etc.), whatever the preferences of the parties. The upshot is
that internalorganizationdegrades incentive intensity,and
added bureaucraticcosts result (Williamson,1985: chap. 6;
1988).
These three features-adaptability of type A, adaptabilityof
type C, and differentialincentive intensity-do not exhaust
the importantdifferences between marketand hierarchy.
Also importantare the differentialrelianceon administrative
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controls and, as developed above, the differentcontract law
regimes to which each is subject. Suffice it to observe here
that (1) hierarchyis buttressed by the differentialefficacy of
administrativecontrols within firms, as comparedwith between firms, and (2) incentive intensitywithin firms is sometimes deliberatelysuppressed. Incentiveintensity is not an
objective but is merely an instrument.If added incentive intensity gets in the way of bilateraladaptability,then weaker
incentive intensity supported by added administrativecontrols (monitoringand career rewards and penalties) can be
optimal.
Marketsand hierarchiesare polarmodes. As indicatedat the
outset, however, a majorpurpose of this paper is to locate
hybridmodes-various forms of long-termcontracting,reciprocaltrading,regulation,franchising,and the like-in relation
to these polarmodes. Plainly,the neoclassical contract law
of hybridgovernance differs from both the classical contract
law of markets and the forbearancecontract law of hierarchies, being more elastic than the former but more legalistic
than the latter.The added question is How do hybridscompare with respect to adaptability(types A and C), incentive
intensity,and administrativecontrol?
The hybridmode displays intermediatevalues in all four features. It preserves ownership autonomy,which elicits strong
incentives and encourages adaptationto type A disturbances
(those to which one partycan respond efficientlywithout
consultingthe other). Because there is bilateraldependency,
however, long-termcontracts are supported by added contractualsafeguards and administrativeapparatus(information
disclosure, dispute-settlement machinery).These facilitate
adaptationsof type C but come at the cost of incentive attenuation. Concernsfor "equity"intrude.Thus the Nevada
Power Company-NorthwestTradingCompanycoal contract,
whose adaptationmechanics were set out above, begins
with the following: "It is the intent of the Parties hereto that
this-agreement, as a whole and in all of its parts, shall be
equitableto both Partiesthroughoutits term." Such efforts
unavoidablydampen incentive-intensityfeatures.
One advantage of hierarchyover the hybridwith respect to
bilateraladaptationis that internalcontracts can be more incomplete. More importantly,adaptationsto consequential
disturbancesare less costly within firms because (1) proposals to adapt requireless documentation,(2) resolving internal
disputes by fiat ratherthan arbitrationsaves resources and
facilitatestimely adaptation,(3) informationthat is deeply
impacted can more easily be accessed and more accurately
assessed, (4) internaldispute resolutionenjoys the support
of informalorganization(Barnard,1938; Scott, 1987), and (5)
internalorganizationhas access to additionalincentive instruments-including especially career rewardand joint profit
sharing-that promote a team orientation.Furthermore,
highlyconsequential disturbancesthat would occasion breakdown or costly litigationunderthe hybridmode can be accommodated more easily. The advantages of hierarchyover
hybridin adaptationC respects are not, however, realized
without cost. Weaker incentive intensity (greaterbureaucraticcosts) attend the move from hybridto hierarchy,cetenis paribus.
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Summarizing,the hybridmode is characterizedby semistrong incentives, an intermediatedegree of administrative
apparatus,displays semi-strong adaptationsof both kinds,
and works out of a semi-legalisticcontract law regime. As
comparedwith marketand hierarchy,which are polaropposites, the hybridmode is located between the two of these
in all five attributerespects. Based on the foregoing, and
denoting strong, semi-strong, and weak by + +, +, and 0,
respectively,the instruments,adaptiveattributes,and contract law features that distinguishmarkets, hybrids,and hierarchies are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Distinguishing Attributes of Market, Hybrid,and HierarchyGovernance
Structures*
Attributes
Instruments
Incentiveintensity
Administrativecontrols

Market

Governance structure
Hybrid
Hierarchy

++
0

+
+

0
++

Adaptation (A)

+ +

+

Adaptation(C)

0

+

0
++

+ +

+

0

Performanceattributes

Contract law

* + + = strong; + = semi-strong; 0 = weak.

DISCRIMINATING
ALIGNMENT
Transaction-costeconomics subscribes to Commons' view
(1924, 1934) that the transactionis the basic unit of analysis.
That importantinsight takes on operationalsignificance upon
identifyingthe criticaldimensions with respect to which
transactionsdiffer.Withoutpurportingto be exhaustive,
these includethe frequency with which transactions recur,
the uncertaintyto which transactionsare subject, and the
type and degree of asset specificity involvedin supplyingthe
good or service in question (Williamson,1979). Althoughall
are important,transaction-costeconomics attaches special
significanceto this last (Williamson,1975, 1979; Klein,Crawford, and Alchian,1978; Grossmanand Hart,1986).
Asset specificity has reference to the degree to which an
asset can be redeployedto alternativeuses and by alternative users without sacrifice of productivevalue. Asset-specificity distinctionsof six kinds have been made: (1) site
specificity, as where successive stations are located in a
cheek-by-jowlrelationto each other so as to economize on
inventoryand transportationexpenses; (2) physicalasset
specificity, such as specialized dies that are requiredto produce a component; (3) human-asset specificity that arises in
learningby doing; (4) brandname capital;(5) dedicated assets, which are discrete investments in general purpose
plantthat are made at the behest of a particularcustomer;
and (6) temporalspecificity,which is akinto technological
nonseparabilityand can be thought of as a type of site specificity in which timely responsiveness by on-site human
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assets is vital (Masten, Meehan, and Snyder, 1991). Asset
specificity, especially in its first five forms, creates bilateral
dependency and poses added contractinghazards.It has
played a central role in the conceptual and empiricalwork in
transaction-costeconomics.
The analysis here focuses entirelyon transactioncosts: neither the revenue consequences nor the production-costsavings that result from asset specializationare included.
Althoughthat simplifies the analysis, note that asset specificity increases the transactioncosts of all forms of governance. Such added specificity is warrantedonly if these
added governance costs are more than offset by productioncost savings and/orincreased revenues. A full analysis will
necessarily make allowance for effects of all three kinds
(Riordanand Williamson,1985). Onlya truncatedanalysis
appears here.
Reduced-Form Analysis
The governance-cost expressions set out herein are akinto
reduced forms, in that governance costs are expressed as a
functionof asset specificity and a set of exogenous variables. The structuralequations from which these reduced
forms are derived are not set out. The key features that are
responsible for cost differences among governance structures are nonetheless evident in the matrixversion of the
model set out below.1
Althoughasset specificity can take a varietyof forms, the
common consequence is this: a conditionof bilateraldependency builds up as asset specificity deepens. The ideal transaction in law and economics-whereby the identities of
buyers and sellers is irrelevant-obtains when asset specificity is zero. Identitymatters as investments in transactionspecific assets increase, since such specialized assets lose
productivevalue when redeployedto best alternativeuses
and by best alternativeusers.

Developingthe deeper structurethat supportsthe reducedforms-by explicating
contractualincompletenessand its conway
sequences in a more microanalytic
and by developingthe bureaucratic
cost
consequences of internalorganization
more explicitly-is an ambitiousbut importantundertaking.

Assume, for simplicity,that asset specificity differences are
entirelydue to physicalor site specificity features. I begin
with the situationin which classical marketcontracting
works well: autonomous actors adapt effectively to exogenous disturbances. Internalorganizationis at a disadvantage
for transactionsof this kind,since hierarchyincurs added
bureaucraticcosts to which no added benefits can be ascribed.That, however, changes as bilateraldependency sets
in. Disturbancesfor which coordinatedresponses are requiredbecome more numerous and consequential as investments in asset specificity deepen. The high-powered
incentives of markets here impede adaptability,since each
partyto an autonomous exchange that has gotten out of
alignmentand for which mutualconsent is needed to effect
an adjustmentwill want to appropriateas much as possible
(ideally,all but epsilon) of the adaptivegains to be realized.
When bilaterallydependent parties are unable to respond
quicklyand easily, because of disagreements and self-interested bargaining,maladaptationcosts are incurred.Although
the transferof such transactionsfrom marketto hierarchy
creates added bureaucraticcosts, those costs may be more
than offset by the bilateraladaptivegains that result.
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Let M = M(k;O)and H = H(k;O)be reduced-form expres-

sions that denote marketand hierarchygovernance costs as
a function of asset specificity (k)and a vector of shift parameters (0). Assuming that each mode is constrainedto choose
the same level of asset specificity,the following comparative-cost relationsobtain: M(O)< H(O)and M' > H' > 0.2
The first of these two inequalitiesreflects the fact that the
bureaucraticcosts of internalorganizationexceed those of
the marketbecause the latter is superiorin adaptation(A)
respects-which is the only kindthat matters if asset specificity is negligible.The interceptfor marketgovernance is
thus lower than is the interceptfor hierarchy.The second
inequalityreflects the marginaldisabilityof markets as comparedwith hierarchiesin adaptation(C) respects as asset
specificity, hence bilateraldependency, becomes more consequential.
As described above, the hybridmode is located between
marketand hierarchywith respect to incentives, adaptability,
and bureaucraticcosts. As comparedwith the market,the
hybridsacrifices incentives in favor of superiorcoordination
among the parts. As comparedwith the hierarchy,the hybrid
sacrifices cooperativeness in favor of greater incentive intensity. The distributionof brandedproductfrom retailoutlets
by market,hierarchy,and hybrid,where franchisingis an example of this last, illustratesthe argument.
Forwardintegrationout of manufacturinginto distribution
would be impliedby hierarchy.Thatwould sacrifice incentive
intensity but would (better)assure that the parts do not operate at cross-purposes with one another.The marketsolution would be to sell the good or service outright.Incentive
intensity is thereby harnessed, but suboptimization(free
ridingon promotionalefforts, dissipationof the brandname,
etc.) may also result. Franchisingawards greater autonomy
than hierarchybut places franchisees underadded rules and
surveillanceas comparedwith markets. Cost controland local adaptationsare stronger underfranchisingthan hierarchy,
and suboptimizationis reduced underfranchisingas comparedwith the market.The added autonomy (as compared
with hierarchy)and the added restraints(as compared with
the market)underwhich franchisees operate nevertheless
come at a cost. If, for example, qualityassurance is realized
by constrainingthe franchisee to use materialssupplied by
the franchisor,and if exceptions to that practiceare not permitted because of the potentialfor abuse that would result,
then local opportunitiesto make "apparently"cost-effective
procurementswill be prohibited.Similarly,the added local
autonomy enjoyed by franchisees may get in the way of
some global adjustments.

2

A more generaloptimizingtreatmentin
which-thelevel of asset specificityvaries
with organizationform is set out in Riordan and Williamson(1985).Also see
Masten (1982).

Transactionsfor which the requisiteadaptationsto disturbances are neither predominantlyautonomous nor bilateral,
but requirea mixtureof each, are candidates to be organized
underthe hybridmode. Over some intermediaterange of k,
the mixed adaptation(A/C)that hybridsaffordcould well be
superiorto the A-favoringor C-favoringadaptationssupported by markets and hierarchies,respectively.
LettingX = X(k;0)denote the governance costs of the hybridmode as a functionof asset specificity, the argument is
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that M(O)< X(O)< H(O)and that M' > X' > H' > 0.3 The
relationsshown in Figure1 then obtain. Efficientsupply implies operatingon the envelope, whence, if k* is the optimal
value of k, the rule for efficient supply is as follows: 1, use
marketsfor k* < k1; II,_usehybridsfor k1 < k* < k2; and 111,
use hierarchyfor k* > k2.
Figure 1. Governance costs as a function of asset specificity.
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In a very heuristic way, moreover, one can think of moving
along one of these generic curves as moving toward more
intrusive controls. Thus, consider two forms of franchising,
one of which involves less control than the other. If X1(k)
and X2(k)refer to franchising with little and much control,
respectively, then X2(k)will be located to the right of X1(k)in
Figure 2. Or consider the M-form (multidivisional) and U-form
(unitary or functionally organized) corporation. Because the
former provides more market-like divisionalization than does
the latter, the M-form is given by 1-1(k)and is located closer
to k2 in Figure 2.
A Matrix Representation

3

Thisassumes that X(O)is less than H(O)
to a nontrivialdegree, since otherwise
the hybridmode could be dominated
throughoutby the least-cost choice of
either marketor hierarchy,which may
occur for certainclasses of transactions,
as discussed below.

Suppose that disturbances are distinguished in terms of the
or bilateral-that is needed
type of response-autonomous
to effect an adaptation. Suppose further that the type of ad-

to
k2 in Fiure
aptation
depends2.9on the degree of asset specificity. Let asset specificity be denoted by kjand suppose that it can take
on anyof three values:k, = 0 (generic investment), k2
m>
(semi-specificvinvestment), or k3 > 0 (highlyspecific investment). Assume that adjustments to disturbancescan be any
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Figure 2. Governance differences within discrete structural forms.
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of four kinds: 1,strictlyautonomous; 11,mainlyautonomous;
111,mainlycoordinated;or IV,strictlycoordinated.Let p.. be
the probabilitythat an adaptationof type i =1, 11,.
will
be requiredif asset-specificity conditionk1(I = 1, 2, 3) obtains and let the matrix[pjj]be given by
I

[pij
[r,.

11

III
IV

k1

k2

k3

1.00

.25

.10

.00

.25

.10

.00
.00

.25
.25

.40
.40
Note that, the k1 column excepted, positive probabilityis associated with every element in the matrix.What added asset
specificity does is shift the distributionof requiredresponses
in favor of greater cooperativeness.
Assume that each adaptation,if costlessly and successfully
implemented,would yield identicalexpected cost savings.
Forthe reasons given above, however, the efficacy with
which differentmodes adapt to disturbancesof different
kindsvaries. Let eim be the efficacy with which mode m (m
= M, X, H) is able to implement adaptationsof type i (i = 1,
IV)and assume that the matrixeim is given by
11,.
M
X
H
1.0
0.9
0.7
1
I1
0.9
0.7
0.4
[eiml:
0.2
0.5
11
0.5
IV
- 0.2
0.0
0.5
where 1.0 is the ideal degree of adaptiveness and 0.0 is
equivalent(in terms of efficacy) to no adaptation.
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The efficacy assumptions embedded in this last matrixwarrantremark:(1) Onlythe entry elMhas a value of 1.0. This
condition-market adaptationsto a disturbancefor which
strictlyautonomous adaptationis appropriate-corresponds
to the ideal transactionin law and economics (classical market contracting);(2) The efficacy of the marketfalls off as
bilateraldependency builds up, becoming negative (worse
than no adaptationat all)for the strictlycooperative case
(IV).This last reflects the conflictualnatureof marketexchange for transactionsof the bilaterallydependent kind;(3)
The hybridmode is almost as good as the marketfor strictly
autonomous adaptations,is better than the marketin all
other adaptationcategories, and is as good or better than
hierarchyin all categories save that for which strict coordination is indicated;(4) Hierarchyis burdenedby bureaucracy
and never scores high in efficacy for any category of adaptation.4What matters, however, is comparativeefficacy. The
hierarchycomes into its own (comparatively)where adaptations of a strictlycooperative kindare needed; and (5) The
efficacy of hierarchyis lowest for disturbances requiringa
mainlyautonomous adaptation.As compared with strictly
autonomous disturbances,where bureaucraticcosts are held
in check by an objective marketstandard,ready recourse to
the marketis compromised by the need for some coordination. Because, however, the gains from coordinationare not
great, efforts to coordinateare problematic.If efforts to
adapt autonomouslyare protested (my costs are greater because you moved without consulting me) while failuresto
adapt quicklyare costly, the hierarchyis caught between the
proverbialrockand a hardplace.
Let C-i be the expected maladaptationcosts of using mode
m to effect adaptationsif asset specificity is of type kj. Since
inefficacy is given by 1

eim, the expected maladaptation

-

costs are Cjm= Z, pij (1

-

k1
[Cjm]:

k2
k3

eim).

That matrixis given by

M
.000
.575
.830

X
.100

H
.300

.425

.475

.620

.490

The lowest values in each row are realizedby matching market, hybrid,and hierarchywith asset specificity conditions k1,
k2, and k3, respectively.These costs are consonant with the
reduced-formrelationsshown in Figure1. Thus if f3? 0 is
the irreduciblesetup costs of economic participation,then
the bureaucraticcost intercepts associated with zero asset
specificity (k1)for market,hybrid,and hierarchywill be given
by f3plus .000, .100, and .300, respectively.Also, the relation between the impliedslopes associated with each mode
in the matrix(expressed as a function of asset specificity)is
that M' > X' > H', which corresponds exactly to the relations shown in Figure1.
4

COMPARATIVE
STATICS

Hierarchyis able to deal with type I
(strictlyautonomous)disturbancesreasonablywell by instructingthe operating
partsto respondto localdisturbanceson
theirown motionand by using the market as an alternatesource of supplyand/
or standard.

Transaction-costeconomics maintainsthat (1) transactioncost economizing is the "maincase," which is not to be
confused with the only case (Williamson,1985: 22-23;
1989: 137-138), and (2) transactioncosts varywith governance structures in the mannerdescribed above. Assuming
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that the institutionalenvironmentis unchanging,transactions
should be clustered undergovernance structures as indicated. Variancewill be observed, but the main case should
be as described.
The purpose of this section is to consider how equilibrium
distributionsof transactionswill change in response to disturbances in the institutionalenvironment.That is a comparative static exercise. Both parts of the new institutional
economics-the institutionalenvironmentand the institutions of governance-are implicated.The crucialdistinctions
are these (Davisand North, 1971: 6-7):
The institutional environment is the set of fundamental political, so-

cial and legal groundrules that establishes the basis for production,
exchange and distribution.Rules governingelections, property
rights,and the rightof contractare examples....
An institutional arrangement is an arrangement between economic

units that governs the ways in which these units can cooperate
and/orcompete. It . .. [can]providea structurewithin which its
members can cooperate . .. or [it can] providea mechanism that
can effect a change in laws or propertyrights.

The way that I propose to join these two is to treat the institutionalenvironmentas a set of parameters,changes in
which elicit shifts in the comparativecosts of governance.
An advantage of a three-way setup-market, hybrid,and hierarchy(as comparedwith just marketand hierarchy)-is
that much largerparameterchanges are requiredto induce a
shift from marketto hierarchy(or the reverse) than are requiredto induce a shift from marketto hybridor from hybrid
to hierarchy.Indeed, as developed below, much of the comparativestatic action turns on differentialshifts in the intercept and/orslope of the hybridmode. The criticalpredictive
action is that which is located in the neighborhoodof k1 (M
to X) and k2 (Xto H) in Figure1. Parameterchanges of four
kindsare examined: propertyrights, contract law, reputation
effects, and uncertainty.
Among the limitationsof the discrete structuralapproachis
that parameterchanges need to be introducedin a special
way. Ratherthan investigate the effects of increases (or decreases) in a parameter(a wage rate, a tax, a shift in demand),as is customarywith the usual maximizingsetup, the
comparativegovernance cost setup needs to characterize
parameterchanges as improvements(or not). It is furthermore limitedby the need for these improvementsto be concentrated disproportionatelyon one generic mode of
governance. Those limitationsnotwithstanding,it is informative to examine comparativestatic effects.
Property Rights
What has come to be known as the economics of property
rights holds that economic performanceis largelydetermined by the way in which propertyrights are defined. Ownership of assets is especially pertinentto the definitionof
propertyrights,where this "consists of three elements: (a)
the rightto use the asset [and delimitationsthat apply
thereto] . . . , (b) the right to appropriate returns from the
asset . . ., and (c) the rightto change the asset's form and!

or substance" (Furubotnand Pejovich,1974: 4).
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Most discussions of propertyrightsfocus on definitionalissues. As is generallyconceded, propertyrights can be costly
to define and enforce and hence arise only when the expected benefits exceed the expected costs (Demsetz, 1967).
That is not my concern here. Rather,I focus on the degree
to which propertyrights,once assigned, have good security
features. Securityhazardsof two types are pertinent:expropriationby the government and expropriationby commerce
(rivals,suppliers,customers).
Governmental expropriation. Issues of "credible
commitments" (Williamson,1983) and "securityof
expectations" (Michelman,1967) are pertinentto expropriation by the government. If propertyrights could be efficiently
assigned once and for all, so that assignments, once made,
would not subsequently be undone-especially strategically
undone-governmental expropriationconcerns would not
arise. Firmsand individualswould confidentlyinvest in productive assets without concern that they would thereafter
be deprivedof their just desserts.
If, however, propertyrightsare subject to occasional reassignment, and if compensation is not paid on each occasion
(possibly because it is prohibitivelycostly), then strategic
considerationsenter the investment calculus. Wealth will be
reallocated(disguised, deflected, consumed) ratherthan invested in potentiallyexpropriableassets if expropriationis
perceived to be a serious hazard.More generally, individuals
or groups who either experience or observe expropriation
and can reasonablyanticipatethat they will be similarlydisadvantagedin the future have incentives to adapt.
Michelman(1967) focused on cost-effective compensation.
He argued that if compensation is costly and if the "demoralizationcosts" experienced by disadvantagedindividuals
and interested observers are slight, then compensation is
not needed. If, however, demoralizationcosts can be expected to be great and losses can be easily ascertained,
compensation is warranted.Michelmanproposed a series of
criteriaby which to judge how this calculus works out. Suppose that the government is advised of these concerns and
"promises"to respect the proposed criteria.Willsuch promises be believed? This brings us to the problemof credible
commitments.
Promises are easy to make, but credible promises are another thing. Kornai's(1986: 1705-1706) observationthat
craftsmen and small shopkeepers fear expropriationin Hungary despite "repeated officialdeclarationsthat their activity
is regardedas a permanentfeature of Hungariansocialism"
is pertinent.That "many of them are myopic profitmaximizers, not much interested in buildingup lasting goodwill . . .
or by investing in long-livedfixed assets" (1986: 1706) is
partlyexplainedby the fact that "These individualsor their
parents lived throughthe era of confiscations in the forties"
(Kornai,1986: 1705).
But there is more to it than that. Not only is there a history
of expropriation,but, as of 1986, the structureof the government had not changed in such a way as to assuredly forestall subsequent expropriations.Officialdeclarationswill be
more credibleonly with long experience or if accompanied
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by a credible(not easily reversible)reorganizationof politics.
As one Polish entrepreneurrecently remarked,"I don't want
expensive machines. If the situationchanges, I'llget stuck
with them" (Newman, 1989: Al0). Note, in this connection,
that the objectivityof law is placed in jeopardyif the law and
its enforcement are underthe controlof a one-partystate
(Berman,1983: 37). Credibilitywill be enhanced if a monarch who has made the law "may not make it arbitrarily,
and
untilhe has remade it-lawfully-he is bound by it" (Berman, 1983: 9). Self-denyingordinancesand, even more, inertia that has been crafted into the politicalprocess have
commitment benefits (Northand Weingast, 1989).
Thatthis has not fully registered on Eastern Europeand the
Soviet Unionis suggested by the following remarksof
MikhailGorbachev(advisingU.S. firms to invest quicklyin
the Soviet Union ratherthan wait): "Those [companies]who
are with us now have good prospects of participatingin our
great country . . . [whereas those who wait] will remain ob-

servers for years to come-we will see to it" (International
HeraldTribune,1990: 5). Thatthe leadershipof the Soviet
Union"willsee to it" that early and late movers will be rewarded and punished, respectively, reflects conventionalcarrot-and-stickincentive reasoning.What it misses is that
readyaccess to administrativediscretion is the source of
contractualhazard.The paradoxis that fewer degrees of
freedom (rules)can have advantages over more (discretion)
because added crediblecommitments can obtain in this
way. Effective economic reformthus requiresthat reneging
options be foreclosed if investor confidence is to be realized.
Lackof credible commitment on the partof the government
poses hazardsfor durable,immobile investments of all
kinds-specialized and unspecializedalike-in the private
sector. If durabilityand immobilityare uncorrelatedwith asset specificity, then the transactioncosts of all forms of private-sector governance increase together as expropriation
hazardsincrease. In that event, the values of k1 and k2 might
then change little or not at all. What can be said with assurance is that the government sector will have to bear a larger
durableinvestment burdenin a regime in which expropriation risks are perceived to be great. Also, private-sectordurable investments will favor assets that can be smuggled or
are otherwise mobile-such as general-purposehuman assets (skilledmachinists, physicians)that can be used productively if emigrationis permittedto other countries.
Leakage. Not only may propertyrights be devalued by governments, but the value of specialized knowledge and information may be appropriatedand/ordissipated by suppliers,
buyers, and rivals.The issues, here have recently been addressed by Teece (1986) in conjunctionwith "weak regimes
of appropriability"
and are relatedto earlierdiscussions by
Arrow(1962) regardingpropertyrights in information.If investments in knowledge cannot lawfullybe protected or if
nominalprotection(e.g., a patent) is ineffective, then (1) the
ex ante incentives to make such investments are impaired
and (2) the ex post incentives to embed such investments in
protectivegovernance structures are increased. As Teece
(1986) discussed, verticalor lateralintegrationinto related
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stages of productionwhere the hazardsof leakage are greatest is sometimes undertakenfor precisely these protective
purposes. Tradesecret protectionis an example.
Interpretedin terms of the comparativegovernance cost apparatusemployed here, weaker appropriability
(increased risk
of leakage) increases the cost of hybridcontractingas comparedwith hierarchy.The marketand hybridcurves in Figure
1 are both shifted up by increased leakage, so that k1 remains approximatelyunchangedand the main effects are
concentratedat k2. The value of k2 thus shifts to the left as
leakage hazardsincrease, so that the distributionof transactions favors greater relianceon hierarchy.
Contract Law
Improvementsor not in a contract law regime can be judged
by how the relevantgovernance-cost curve shifts. An improvement in excuse doctrine,for example, would shift the
cost of hybridgovernance down. The idea here is that excuse doctrinecan be either too lax or too strict. If too strict,
then partieswill be reluctantto make specialized investments in supportof one another because of the added risk
of trulypunitiveoutcomes should unanticipatedevents materializeand the opposite partyinsist that the letter of the contract be observed. If too lax, then incentives to thinkthrough
contracts, choose technologies judiciously,share risks efficiently, and avert adversitywill be impaired.
Whether a change in excuse doctrine is an improvementor
not depends on the initialconditionsand on how these
trade-offsplay out. Assuming that an improvementis introduced, the effect will be to lower the cost of hybridcontracting-especially at highervalues of asset specificity, where a
defection from the spiritof the contract is more consequential. The effect of such improvementswould be to increase
the use of hybridcontracting,especially as compared with
hierarchy.
Hadfield(1990: 981-982) has recently examined franchise
law and has interpretedthe prevailingtendency by the
courts to fill in the gaps of an incomplete contract "by accordingthe franchiserunfettered discretion, much as it
would enjoy if it [the franchiser]were a verticallyintegrated
corporation"as a mistaken applicationof forbearancereasoning from hierarchy(where the logic holds) to neoclassical
contracting(where the logic fails). Such a failureof franchise
law would increase the cost of franchisingin relationto forward integrationinto distribution(Hadfield,1990: 954). This
would implya shift in the value of k2 in Figure1 to the left.
A change in forbearancedoctrinewould be reflected in the
governance cost of hierarchy.Thus, mistaken forbearance
doctrine-for example, a willingness by the courts to litigate
intrafirmtechnical disputes-would have the effect of shifting the costs of hierarchicalgovernance up. This would disadvantage hierarchyin relationto hybridmodes of
contracting(k2would shift to the right).
Reputation Effects
One way of interpretinga network is as a nonhierarchical
contractingrelationin which reputationeffects are quickly
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and accuratelycommunicated. Partiesto a transactionto
which reputationeffects apply can consult not only their
own experience but can benefit from the experience of others. To be sure, the efficacy of reputationeffects is easily
overstated (Williamson,1991b), but comparativeefficacy is
all that concerns us here and changes in comparativeefficacy can often be established.
Thus, assume that it is possible to identifya communityof
traders in which reputationeffects work better (or worse).
Improvedreputationeffects attenuate incentives to behave
opportunisticallyin interfirmtrade-since the immediate
gains from opportunismin a regime where reputationcounts
must be traded off against future costs. The hazardsof opportunismin interfirmtradingare greatest for hybridtransactions-especially those in the neighborhoodof k2. Since an
improvementin interfirmreputationeffects will reduce the
cost of hybridcontracting,the value of k2 will shift to the
right.Hybridcontractingwill therefore increase, in relationto
hierarchy,in regimes where interfirmreputationeffects are
more highlyperfected, ceteris paribus.Reputationeffects
are pertinentwithin firms as well. If internalreputationeffects improve,then managerialopportunismwill be reduced
and the costs of hierarchicalgovernance will fall.
Ethniccommunities that display solidarityoften enjoy advantages of a hybridcontractingkind.Reputationsspread
quicklywithin such communities and added sanctions are
availableto the membership (Light,1972). Such ethnic communities will predictablydisplace nonethnic communities for
activities for which interfirmreputationeffects are important.
Nonethniccommunities, to be viable, will resort to marketor
hierarchy(in a lower or higherk niche, respectively).
Uncertainty
Greateruncertaintycould take either of two forms. One is
that the probabilitydistributionof disturbances remains unchanged but that more numerous disturbancesoccur. A second is that disturbancesbecome more consequential (due,
for example, to an increase in the variance).

5

The rangeof asset specificityis from
zero (purelygeneric)to complete (purely
firm-specific).The rangeof frequencyis
from "low" (a positive lower boundin a
nearlyunchangingenvironment)to "very
high."

One way of interpretingchanges of either kindis through
the efficacy matrix,above. I conjecturethat the effects of
more frequent disturbancesare especially pertinentfor those
disturbancesfor which mainlycoordinatedor strictlycoordinated responses are required.Althoughthe efficacy of all
forms of governance may deterioratein the face of more
frequent disturbances,the hybridmode is arguablythe most
susceptible. That is because hybridadaptationscannot be
made unilaterally(as with marketgovernance) or by fiat (as
with hierarchy)but requiremutualconsent. Consent, however, takes time. If a hybridmode is negotiatingan adjustment to one disturbanceonly to be hit by another, failuresof
adaptationpredictablyobtain (Ashby, 1960). An increase in
marketand hierarchyand a decrease in hybridwill thus be
associated with an (above threshold)increase in the frequency of disturbances.As shown in Figure3, the hybrid
mode could well become nonviablewhen the frequency of
disturbancesreaches high levels.5
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Figure 3. Organization form responses to changes in frequency.
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If an increase in the varianceof the disturbances uniformly
increases the benefits to be associated with each successful
adaptation,then the effect of increasingthe consequentiality
of disturbancescan again be assessed throughthe effects
on efficacy. Since outliers induce greater defection on the
spiritof the agreement for hybridmodes, the efficacy of the
hybridis adversely affected by added variance.Unless similardisabilitiescan be ascribed to marketor hierarchy,the
hybridis disfavoredby greater variance,ceteris paribus.
DISCUSSION
The foregoing is concerned with the organizationof transactions for maturegoods and services and introducesparameter shifts one at a time. Added-complicationsarise when
innovationis introducedand when a series of parameter
shifts occur together.
Innovation
Some of the added problems posed by innovationtake the
form of weak propertyrights.These are discussed above in
conjunctionwith leakage. A second class of problems that
confrontinnovationis that of timeliness. Nonstandardforms
of organization,such as parallelR&D(Nelson, 1961) and joint
ventures, are sometimes employed because these facilitate
timely entry.
Timingcan be crucialif a partyexpects to be a "player"
when events are fast-movingor if learning-by-doingis essential. Althoughtransaction-costeconomics can relate to some
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of the pertinentissues, such as those posed by tacit knowledge (Polanyi,1962) and the limits of imitation(Williamson,
1975: 31-32, 203-207), added apparatusis needed to deal
with the full set of issues that arise when responsiveness in
real time, ratherthan equilibriumcontracting,is the central
concern. Awaitingsuch developments, the apparatusdeveloped here should not be applied uncritically.Forexample,
jointventures are sometimes described as hybrids.If, however, jointventures are temporaryforms of organizationthat
supportquick responsiveness, and if that is their primarypurpose, then both successful and unsuccessful jointventures
will commonly be terminatedwhen contracts expire. Successful jointventures will be terminatedbecause success
will often mean that each of the parties, who chose not to
merge but, instead, decided to combine their respective
strengths in a selective and timely way, will have learned
enough to go it alone. Unsuccessful jointventures will be
terminatedbecause the opportunityto participatewill have
passed them by. Joint ventures that are designed to give a
respite should be distinguishedfrom the types of hybrid
modes analyzed here, which are of an equilibriumkind.
The need to distinguishcontinuingfrom temporarysupply
does not, however, mean that transaction-costeconomizing
principlesdo not applyto each. To the contrary,althoughthe
particularsdiffer, I would urge that the same general transaction-cost economizing frameworkhas application(Williamson, 1985). The quasi-firmsdescribed by Eccles (1981), for
example, can be interpretedas the efficient solution to a particulartype of recurrentcontractingproblem. But the details
do matter.
Simultaneous Parameter Shifts
The comparativestatic analysis set out above treats each
generic form of organizationas a syndrome of attributesand
introducesparametershifts one at a time. Suppose, instead,
that a series of shifts were to occur together. Couldthese
be processed as a sequence of independent changes? If
such changes were in fact independent,that is precisely
what I would propose. If, however, a related set of changes
is made simultaneously,it will not do to treat these independently. If strong interactioneffects exist, these must be
treated as a cluster.
Relyingextensively on the recent work of Aoki (1988, 1990),
I have elsewhere interpretedthe Japanese corporationas
follows: (1) three key factors-employment, subcontracting,
and banking-are fundamentallyresponsible for the success
of the Japanese firm; (2) the efficacy of each of these rests
on distinctiveinstitutionalsupports; and (3) the three factors
bear a complementaryrelationto each other (Williamson,
1991a).
The search for key factors and their institutionalsupports is
wholly consistent with the spiritof this paper. Because employment, subcontracting,and bankingchanges are linked,
however, the Americancorporationcannot expect to replicate the Japanese corporationby makingchanges in only
one of these practices and not in the others. That is not to
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say that Americanfirms cannot learn by observing subcontractingpractices in Japanese firms. Exact replicationof individualpractices will be suboptimal,however, if linkages are
important.
Similarconsiderationsapplyto economic reforms in China
and EasternEurope.If, for example, the efficacy of privatization turns cruciallyon the manner in which bankingis organized and on the security of propertyrights,then piecemeal
proposalsthat ignore the support institutionsare fraught
with hazard.The study of viable clusters of organizationis a
combined law, economics, and organizationsundertaking.
Althoughthe apparatusin this paper is pertinent,applications
to economic reformneed to make express provisionfor contextual differences between alternativeforms of capitalism
(Hamiltonand Biggart,1988).
CONCLUSION
This paper advances the transaction-costeconomics research agenda in the following five respects: (1) the economic problemof society is described as that of adaptation,
of which autonomous and coordinatedkinds are distinguished; (2) each generic form of governance is shown to
rest on a distinctiveform of contract law, of which the contract law of forbearance,which applies to internalorganization and supports fiat, is especially noteworthy; (3) the
hybridform of organizationis not a loose amalgam of market
and hierarchybut possesses its own disciplinedrationale;(4)
more generally,the logic of each generic form of governance-market, hybrid,and hierarchy-is revealed by the
dimensionalizationand explicationof governance herein developed; and (5) the obviously related but hithertodisjunct
stages of institutionaleconomics-the institutionalenvironment and the institutionsof governance-are joined by interpretingthe institutionalenvironmentas a locus of shift
parameters,changes in which parametersinduce shifts in
the comparativecosts of governance. A large numberof refutable implicationsare derived from the equilibriumand
comparativestatic analyses of governance that result. The
growing empiricalliterature,moreover, is broadlycorroborative (forsummaries, see Williamson,1985: chap. 5; Joskow,
1988; Shelanski, 1990).
Furtherdevelopments of conceptual, theoretical,and empirical kinds are needed. Takentogether with related developments in informationeconomics, agency theory, and
populationecology, there is reason to be optimisticthat a
"new science of organization"will take shape duringthe
decade of the 1990s (Williamson,1990). Whether that materializesor not, organizationtheory is being renewed in law,
economics, and organizationalrespects. These are exciting
times for interdisciplinary
social theory.
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